
Quote A Quote B Quote C

Fuel Type
Natural Gas, Propane Gas, Oil or Electricity

Furnace1 or Boiler2

A furnace produces hot air while a boiler produces hot water.

Capacity (Btu)3

When comparing your quotes, the sizes should be fairly 
similar. If not, ask the contractor to explain the difference.

AFUE (Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency) Rating4

Look for a minimal AFUE rating of:
Oil or Gas Boiler – 85%, Oil Furnace – 85%, Gas Furnace – 95%

ENERGY STAR® Qualified
Purchasing an oil or gas heating system that is not  
ENERGY STAR® qualified is not recommended.  
ENERGY STAR® qualified products meet strict technical 
specifications for energy performance—tested and  
certified. (Conventional electric heating systems are  
not ENERGY STAR® qualified.)

Total Estimated Cost ($)

Manufacturer Warranty5

Most manufacturers have low efficiency and high efficiency 
models, however warranties vary between manufacturers. Warranty:        years Warranty:        years Warranty:        years

Model Number

If your heating system is less than 20 years old, it 
should still have some life left in it. You can expect 
as many as 20 to 25 years of service from properly 
installed and maintained heating equipment. 

To help make this long service life a reality, it is a good 
idea to have your heating system inspected and adjusted 
on an annual basis. If your system is over 10 years old, 
be sure to have it serviced annually. Good preventive 
maintenance will ensure that your system runs safely and 
efficiently for a long time. However, an older system will 
eventually need to be replaced. You should replace your 
heating system when it is no longer cost effective to keep 
it in good working order. Your heating system has reached 
this point if one of the following statements is true: 

1.    The heating equipment has an unsafe condition which  
can’t be repaired. 

2.    Your old system is so inefficient that a replacement 
would pay for itself in energy savings. It may not 
be obvious when your heating system has become 
obsolete due to its poor efficiency. Efficiency can 
be tested and measured when an annual inspection 
is performed. If your heating system is operating 
below 70% then new equipment is available with 
substantially higher efficiency. The amount of money 
you will save depends on how much you presently 
spend on energy for heating your house.

Comparing Quotes:  
Conventional Heating System

How to use this form
Once you have received some quotes from your contractors, complete the relevant table below to compare your 
quotes. Fill in as much information as is available on your quotes. This will help you make your decision. If you need 
help comparing your quotes contact us at 1 877 999 6035; we are here to help. Before you call, write down both the 
inside and outside model numbers for all equipment so we can best assist you. 



Additional Information

1.     Furnaces are the most common central heating system. Standard forced air furnaces are connected to ductwork 
which distributes the warm air to each room. Furnace heaters come in three basic orientations, depending where 
they are going to be installed and which way you want the air to blow from the unit.

        •  Up-flow units blow the air up, and usually heat a main floor. 
        •  Down-flow units blow the air downwards and usually heat a basement. 
        •  Horizontal-flow units blow the air out the side, and usually heat attics and crawlspaces.

2.    Boilers heat water and circulate the hot water through pipes to radiators in each room. There is no ductwork 
connected to boilers, and therefore they are not compatible with central air conditioning– they are used for heating 
only. Some people like the way the heat feels from a boiler system since it is “radiant”, where gentle rays of heat 
come from the radiators instead of warm air being blown into the room like a forced air system. Another increasingly 
popular way to use a boiler is in-floor heating. Tubing in which the hot water circulates is placed into or under the 
floor, warming the entire floor. This is especially nice if you have tile flooring which is often cold to walk on in the 
winter. Whichever way a boiler is used, (with room radiators or with in-floor tubing) pipes or tubing are required 
throughout the home to circulate the boiler’s hot water or steam. If you have a boiler and piping already, the best 
choice for you is likely to replace it with another boiler.

3.    Furnaces and boilers come in different heating capacities or sizes. Sizes are rated in Btu’s (British Thermal Units) 
and listed in thousands, such as 70,000 Btu (a mid-sized gas furnace). Furnace/boiler sizes typically increase in 
increments of 20,000 Btu, so select the size closest to your needs if the exact Btu size you want isn’t available. 
Equipment labels often show “input” Btu ratings as well as “output” Btu. “Output” refers to how much heat the 
system will actually inject into the home and is the Btu listing you should note when selecting a new home furnace. 
How do you know what size furnace is right for you? Most heating professionals give free in-home estimates for 
installing new heating equipment during which they will recommend a unit size. The best way to ensure a more 
accurate sizing of your new system is with a heat load analysis. This involves aspects including the size of the home 
and each room, the size and placement of each window, the air flow between rooms and floors etc. and requires the 
use of a custom computer program. Some contractors may provide a quote based simply on the square footage of 
the home, and as this often results in poor performance and efficiency problems, we do not recommend accepting 
these types of quotes. You should insist that a full heat load analysis be done to ensure the unit will perform properly 
and efficiently.

4.    AFUE (Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency) indicates the efficiency rating of boilers and furnaces that operate on 
gas or oil. The higher the AFUE, the more efficient the unit. Higher efficiency equipment produces the same amount 
of heat as lower efficiency units of the same output Btu size but do so using less fuel or energy, saving you money 
on your utility bills. Heating appliances that are 20+ years old are usually 65% to 70% efficient so they cost a lot of 
money to operate when compared to new equipment. New boilers and forced air gas furnaces have efficiencies 
ranging from 80% up to 95+% (also called “direct vent” heaters). As a general guideline, each percentage of increase 
in equipment efficiency translates to approximately the same decrease in your monthly fuel bill. For example, if you 
have an old oil furnace that is 65% efficient, and your current oil bill is $400/month in the winter, when you replace 
it with a new propane furnace that is 85% efficient, you will likely see approximately 20% savings ($80/month), 
dropping your oil bill to $305/month. ENERGY STAR® standards require a minimum efficiency of 85% for oil furnaces 
or any boiler, and 95% for gas furnaces.

5.    It is important to consider all the benefits and costs before purchasing a heating system. Consider how much 
servicing might be required, at what cost and whether a qualified service company is locally available. Carefully 
weigh your anticipated fuel savings against the initial cost. Price and brand alone don’t necessarily indicate high 
quality. Your goal should be to select a furnace of the right size with the features and warranty at the lowest price.
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1 877 999 6035


